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 Revert to that repo. git checkout 6b13f2949d6e3ebc8512d3a9fcd6eb3aa739da19 Let's get the original (old) repo: git checkout origin/6b13f2949d6e3ebc8512d3a9fcd6eb3aa739da19 Branch and tag names always start with the original (old) repo's commit hash. If you want to get the current (old) repo's version, pull with: git pull If you want the new (current) repo's version, you need to fetch the new
repo's hash first: git fetch Then you can switch to that branch (or tag) with: Barrymore’s fashion sense: ‘Ask me why I like an outfit and you’re in for a long and curious conversation’ The actress talks to Georgina Sand about her cult favourite candy-coloured leather coats, the Oscar dress controversy and the secret to her impeccable style This article is more than 2 years old There are many reasons why
Margot Robbie is a style icon. But one that stands out is that she has an affinity for candy-coloured leather jackets. “I have an aversion to black and grey. They’re boring,” says the Oscar-winning actor. “I love colour. I love the range of it. I like the complicated stuff, too – things that take you on an emotional journey. I don’t know what it is, but there’s an explanation for everything. Ask me why I like

an outfit and you’re in for a long and curious conversation.” Why is Margot Robbie the Oscar-winning actor we all love? Read more It has made her an Instagram favourite. Instagrammer @the826stylist posted a photo of the actress in a mid-length jacket in a range of bold reds, crimsons 82157476af
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